Meet the Ultimate Folding Screen
The world’s most precisely manufactured folding screen

Large diameter (1 ¼") tubing with thicker wall and greater corner radii—all of which build stability. 100% CNC machined for precision.

Corner design allows frame to be set as low as 1.25" above floor level.

Easy frame folding and unfolding, yet mechanism locks positively and securely.

Sturdy legs are firmly supported with compact braces.

www.draperinc.com
Precision is the watchword for the Ultimate Folding Screen.

Draper is proud to introduce a breakthrough in portable screens. The Ultimate Folding Screen is the first projection screen manufactured with 100% CNC (Computer Numerical Controlled) components and assembly. Tubing is CNC machined, surfaces and borders are CNC cut, even rivets and snaps are CNC placed. No competitive product meets this standard.

The Ultimate Folding Screen has been created to be as compact and stable as possible. The tubing is 1¼” with .070 wall and softly radiused corners, for maximum strength and stability. Even small parts like rivcups and rubber feet have been improved. They are wider and shorter, with more surface contact and less exposure to damage than in conventional folding screens.

The entire product has been tooled to make setup and teardown easy. Folds and unfolds smoothly and precisely, and snaps easily. Snap studs are riveted to the frame to eliminate stripped threads, studs pulling out, and general wear and tear. And legs attach to the frame with easy-grip T-handle fasteners—no more crankbolts.

The precision and stability of this design allows us to offer it in larger sizes—through 12’ x 16’. Normally, reinforced truss-style construction is required to manufacture screens in this size!

Viewing Surfaces

The Ultimate Folding Screen is available with flexible matt white for front projection or Cineflex vinyl for rear projection. For maximum flexibility, choose both! All surfaces—front and rear—have square corners. Borders are electronically welded using a new PVC material that provides straighter, cleaner edges. Ultimate viewing surfaces may be interchanged freely with Cinefold surfaces.

Features and Options

Standard legs support the Ultimate Folding Screen in a vertical position. The screen may also be tilted for keystone elimination using the optional adjustable legs.

The Ultimate Folding Screen comes packed in Draper’s heavy-duty wheeled carrying case. Formed of rugged, rotationally molded polyethylene, this case won’t let you down!
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